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Abstract. A test set for ;t language I. is J tinite subset T of L with the property that each pair of 
morphisms that agrees on 7 iilso agrees on L. Some results concerning te\t sets for languages 
with f,rir distribution of letters ilre presented. The first result is that every DOL language with fair 
distribution of Ictters has ,i test cet. The second result shows thst every lapage L with fair 
distribution has a test set re!ative to morphisms g, it u hich have bounded halar~re on L. These 
results are generalizations of results of Culik 11 and Karhumiiki ( 1983). 
1. Introduc! Hhn 
In recent years a lot of mearch has been done to study the problems of morphism 
equivalence and existence of a test set for families of languages. A survey of the 
results in this area may be found in [3, 121. 
Given a language L, a finite set T, T c L, is called a test set for L if for each two 
niorphisms g, h we have g(s) = h(s) for each x in T if and only if g( x i = h(x) for 
each s in L. The notion of a test set is closely related to the problem of morphism 
equivalence. If, for a family of languages .LI’, each L CT 9’ has effectively a test set 
(i.e., L has a test set and there exists an algorithm to find it), then the problem of 
morphism equivalence is dedicable for Y’, i.e., given L E 3 and two morphisms g, 
11 it is decidable whether R(X) = h(x) for each x in L. 
Ehrenfeucht conjectured [ 13, Problem 108-J that for every language L there exists 
a test set. It is known that a test set cannot e_trectiueIJT exist for each context sensitive 
language, since the problem of morphism equivalence on these languages is undeci- 
dable [Xl. However, the existence and etfective existence of test sets have been shown 
for various families of languages. In [9] it has been shown that every language over 
ti binary alphabet has (not effectively) a test set. A simpler proof to this result is 
given in [lo], where the effective existence of a test set in the binary case is also 
shown for some families of languages. It is clear from arguments in [IJ] that a test 
set can be effectively constructed for each ~g,lar language, and this has been 
extended to context-free languages in [I]. Turning to L-systems, the inistence of a 
test set is open for all families of languages between DOLs and indexed languages. 
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Recently, two families of languages which have ‘fair distribution of letters’ have 
been shown to have a test set: the family of languages with ‘bounded deviation’ 
and ‘fair distribution of letters’, and the family of languages which are generated 
by ‘positive DOL systems [6]. For more results on the Ehrcnfeucht Conjecture the 
reader is referred to the survey paper of Karhumgki [ 121. 
In this paper we continue studying families of languages with ‘fair distribution 
of letters’, and generalize the two above mentioned results of Culik iI and Karhumtiki 
PI . 
In Section 2 some definitions and notations are given. The concept of fair 
distribution of letters is introduced in Section 3. A language L has fair distribution 
(of letters) if there exists a c > 0 such that in every substring I: of L whose length 
is larger than c’ at1 the letters of E occur. Introducing this notion, the ‘connection’ 
between fair distribution and test sets is discussed. In Section 4 we present our 
results. The first result is that every DOL language with fair distribution has 3 test 
set. The second result shows that every language L with fair distribution has a test 
set relative to morphisms g, h which have bounded balance on L. The proofs of 
these results are discussed in Sections 5 and 6. Finally, in Section 7, some conclusions 
are given. 
2. Prelinlinarie~ 
In this section we give somt definitions and notations. Some background material 
and Itdditional dctinitions ma>: be found in [I 5, 1 I]. 
A free monoid gener;lted by ;I tinite alphabet 2’ is denoted by 2‘:“. The elements 
<)t‘ \‘* are n~~~fs or .~rjrlg.s tind i!s subsets are INII~IICI~CS. The identity element of 
\ *-the emptv word, is denoted by 0, ;ind Is‘ ’ - , _ Ip-{fj}. 
Throughout this paper let L be a language over 1‘*, where 2‘ - {a,, a, . . . , a,). 
Let u’ c i . K * The length of M’ is denoted by IH*I, and the number of q’s in 1~ is 
denoted by 1 wlcl,. The Parikh-mapping V? 2’*-+ IV’ is defined by V’( w*) = 
t i ~~*lc,;9 - - . , /w/J. Consequently, the &riiilt z~~tor of a word CI* is denoted by \I/( ~9. 
The set of letters occurring in 1%’ is denoted by alph( N). A word w is ~~rinri~i~~ if 
the equation MT = 2” implies that TV = I and z == ~9. 
For M* ;; 2‘*, pref( ~7) denotes the set. of ~111 pretises of N, ;tnd p-pref( \rl) the set of 
all pretises of \I* whose length is less than the length of ~9. Similarly, suf( rrn1 and 
p-suf( H*) <irs defined with respect to the sutfisses of N*. For L c: ?I‘*, pref( L) -= 
{ prrf( w ) / w t^ L}. We say that 12 is ;1 sl.rbn*ortI of ~9 if ct. = \I’, VM*-, for some words M*, 
:tnd M* ?. The set of all subwords of words in I_ is denoted b\t sub( L). 
The central notion ir. this paper is a morphism of a free monoid. Throughout the 
paper g and h denote morphisms from E* to A * (where J may be 2) and _f‘ denotes 
;t morphism from Z* to I*‘. For a language L, g(k) = {g(s) 1s E L}. The size of a 
morphism g, denoted by /Ig 11, is max{lg(n )]In c Z}. We say that g and 11 agrvv on 
I, iri symbols g =’ 11, if g( 4 -- h( rrl) for trll H* in L. For ;1 word rr: the btalnnw of 
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w with respect to g, h, in symbols &(w), is defined by /3&w) = Ig( w)l --[/I( w)l. 
WC say that a pair (g, h ) has bounded balance on L if there exists a constant k such 
that I&J w)[ s k for all w E pref( L). Otherwise, (g, h) has unbounded balance on L. 
(Note that this definition relates to the language pref( L) rather than to L.) For a 
language L, let B( L) = {(g, h) I (g, h) have bounded balance on L) and UB( L) = 
{(g, h)l( g, h) have unbounded balance on L}. Moreover, let H,(L) = ((g, II) 1 
)g(x)l = Ih( for each x in LJ. 
Given a language L and a set of pairs of morphisms 0, we say that L has a test 
set -for I) if t,?xre xists a finite set T, T c L, such that for each pair (g, h) E D we 
have g = 1-12 if and only if g =’ h. We say that L has a test set if L has a test set 
for the set of all pairs of morphisms (g, II L The Ekrenjkucht Corzjecture states: Every 
language has a test set. We say that a family of languages 9’ has efJectiuel_v a test 
set if each L in Y has a test set and thert exists an algorithm which, given L in Y’, 
finds its test set. A finite set V, VE L, is called a length test set for L if for each 
(R. h ) we have (g, h ) c H,( V) if and only if (g, h) E H,( L). 
The notion of a DOL sysrem is also needed. A DOL system G is a triple (IJf, _Y ), 
where 2’ is a finite alphabet., f: E* ---, C* a morphism and s E z’ ’ . The sequence of 
G, E( G), is the sequence of words X, .I‘( x), J?(X), . . . . The language L( G ) = 
{ f”(s) ( !I 2 0) is the DOL language N hich is generated by G. We say that E(G) is . 
strktl\ mon( )fW’C If IJ”‘(Sq> I_f’(_u,l for each i 2 0. A decomposition of a DOL 
system G = (E,_/; S) is a set of DOZ systems G,, Osj C- n,,, defined by Gj = 
(2‘,.1”‘“,./“:.~)). ‘uotke that \ Jy$ L(G,)= L(G). For a string UE z“, the language 
L,., with respect o a tixed IDOL sy;tem G = (E,_j; x), is L( G,.), where G,. = (.Z,.f; II). 
Tk following remarks concerning test sets are relevant. 
The notion of ‘test set for D’ where II is a set of pairs of morphisnns, turns out 
to be useful when proving that a language L has a test set: if L), u I)-, equals the 
set of all pairs of morphisms and L has tat sets for D, and for D3, then L has a 
test set. 
Dealing with !ength test set, one can verify that every language L c X* has a 
length test set. (A maximal set of words M’~, . . . , wk E L, such that II/( ~~~~ ), . . . , W wk ) 
are linearly independent, is a length test set.) 
Throughout the paper, dealing with existence of a test set for Lc~ x*, we assume 
that V - c sub(L). 
3. Fair distribution of letters and test sets 
III this section we present the notion of fair distribution of letters and illustrate 
its connection to test sets. The results concerning these-concepts are given in the 
following sections. 
The notion of fair distribution of letters was presented in [6]. A language L C_ 2’* 
has jbir distribution (of letter-c:) if ahere exists a c > 0 such that, for each v E sub( L), 
if ICI - (1, then alph( c) - 2’. 
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As this paper deals with test sets for languages with fair distribution, we try to 
show the connection between these two concepts. 
As a matter of fact, the notion of balance is the one which connects test sets and 
languages with fair distribution. 
Thr balance is useful when dealing with morphism equivalence and test sets. 
Actually, when proving most (if not all) of the results concerning these problems, 
the notion of balance is crucial. In particular, some results only deal with pairs of 
morphisms which have bounded balance on a given language L. For example, it 
follows from [8, Theorem 2. I] that given a DOL language L and (g, h) E B( L), it is 
decidable whether g = ’ h. Note that for an arbitrary pair of morphisms the decidabil- 
ity of this problem is open. 
On the other hand, the notion of fair distribution is related to bounded balance 
The balance measures the dirtjerence between lg( w)I and (/I( w)l for words w. When 
L has fair distribution, it turns out that the ratio between lg( w)l and I/1( w)I for 
M:C sub(It) is bounded. This bound does not imply a bounded balance. Yet it 
distinguishes languages with fair distribution from arbitrary languages, as the 
property of ‘bounded rat-o’ does not hold for arbitrary languages. The ‘bounded 
ratio’ property is shown 1~ the following lemma, which appears in [6, proof of 
Theorem 6.11. 
The fair distribution is necessary in this claim. Consider, for example, the following 
E:inguagc L and morphisms (g, 11) E H,( L): 
One can verify that no constants c and k satisfy the requirements of Lemma 3.1. 
A sketch of the proof of Lemma 3.1, which sheds some light on languctges with 
Pair distribution, is given below. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. The following cGns, which ;irt’ not ditlicult to verify, are 
needed to prove this Ienmw. 
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Turning to the proof of Lemma 3.1, ietz E C’ such that alph(z) := 2, and let k, 
and kz be the numbers which are guaranteed by Claims I and 2, respectively. Set 
k as k,/ k2. To show that k satisfies the requirements of Lemma 3.1, let (g, i?) E H,( L) 
and w E sub(t) where 1 WI 2 c. We have 
Similarly for Jk( w)l. Since k, 2 I and 0 < k_ 7 s I, it follows that k 2 I, which completes 
the proof. u 
Note that there exists an L _ c X* with fair distribution and morphisms g, h which 
agree on L such that (R, 11) E UB( L). A simple example is the following language 
and morphisms: L = {(la!+‘(M)” I n 2 0}, and g, h: {a, b)* + {d}* such that g(a) = 
R, g(h) = (i, /I( a) = ll, /l(h) = 0. 
4. Main results 
In this section we present two theorems which were proved by Culik II and 
Karhumtiki [ej- ‘Ren we give our generalizations to these results. We also try to 
show the contribution of (our results to the s:udy of test sets for languages with 
t’air distribution. The proofs of these results are discussed in the next two sections. 
To present the results oif [6] the following definition is needed A DOL system 
G = (ZJ; A-) is positive if for each b c A’, alpIr(J( h)) = I. A DOL< language L is a 
positive hngrruge if there exists a positive DOL system G such that L = L(G). It is 
easy to verify that if t is a positive DOL language, then it has fair distribution. 
The following definition is also needed. A language Lc_ Z* has a hound& prqfi~ 
deviution if for each (g, h) E H,(L) we have (g, h) E B(L). (Note that this definition 
is equivalent to the definition which is introduced in [6]. We do not give the original 
definition since it requires some additional concepts.) 
The following theorems are proved by Culik II and Karhumtiki in [6]. 
Theorem 4.1 ([6]). Let L c_ z’* be a lunglrug e which has bounded prqfi_r duoidon urd 
jirir &strihution. Then L bus II test set. 
Theorem 3.2 is ;i result of‘ the ti~llowing theorems of jh]. 
Theorem 42.1 ([b]). Let G = ( 2, j; .I-) be a psititle DOL sy~tern. Then L( G) has u 
test set _fiw B( L( G) ). 
Theorem 4.2.2 ([6]). Let G = (EJ x) be ~4 posifiw DOL system. Then L( G 1 has u 
test se1 _fbr UB( L( G )). 
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Theorems 4.2.1 and 4.1 have much in common, as both deal mainly with morphisms 
with bounded balance on a given language. Yet these results are incomparable: 
there are, of course, languages which have bounded prefix deviation and fair 
distribution, and which are not DOLs; and one can find a positive DOL system G 
such that L(G) does not have bounded prefix deviation (see [6, Example Wj). 
Our first result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. A language L c 2‘* which has j;lir distribution has a test set for B( L). 
Theorem 4.3 generalizes Theorem 4.2.1, but it does not generalize Theorem 4.1. 
To obtain a theorem which generalizes both Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.1, one can add 
to the test set which is guaranteed by Theorem 4.3 a length test set (see Section 2), 
and get the following theorem. 
One can verify that Theorem 4.3’ generalizes both Theorems -I.’ and Ct.2 1. 
The proof of Theorem 4.3, which is a generalization of the proofs of Theorems 
3.1 and 42.1, is discussed in Section 5. The following lemma, which is useful in 
this proof’. is given here, as we believe that it has importance of its own. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let G = (Z,_L x) be a DOL system such that L( G) has fair distribution. 
Then L( G) has a test set. 
Theorem 4.5 shows a property of languages which causes a DOL language to have 
a test set, while Theorem 4.2 gives a property of DOL s~?sfems which causes the 
generated languages to have a test set. One can see that Theorem 4.5 is a strict 
generalizaiiiin ol” Theorem 4.2. For example, consider the DOL system Go= 
({a, WJ a), where./Ilu) = aba and_J( 6) = 6. This system is not positive. Yet, Theorem 
4.5 implies that L( G,,) has a test set, as I,( G,,) has fair distribution. (It is easy to 
verify that L( G,,) c_ (ah)%.) 
Theorem 4.5 generalizes Theorem 4.2 even when we turn to the families of 
languages, because the family of positive DOL languages is strictly contained in thr 
family of DOL languages with fair distribution. To verify it, consider a DOL system 
G - (X,.1; x) such that L( G) has fair distribution, and where the following conditions 
are satisfied: (i) E(G) is strictly monotonic, and (ii) there exists an io3 0 for which 
I.j“ll’ ‘!s)l < 111 - ~~f’t~(_u)~. (F or exilmple, let G = ({a, 6, c},L a ) where J( a) = bc, f( b) = 
abc, and ,f‘( C-I= a,k) The follollving arguments show that if L = L( G’) w’:ere G’ = 
(LJ”. s’) i.; a DOL system, then G’ is not positive. Assume, for the sake of contradic- 
tion, that such a G’ is positive. Since .f“\ ~1) - !2 for each d z’, and E( G) is strictly 
monotonic, it follows that E( G) = E( G’). Therefore, ]f!~+‘(s)l< Jo/ - I_f’ll(.u)/, which 
contradicts the assumption t.hat G’ is positive. 
The above arguments fail if we allow decomposition: if G may be decomposed 
into a finite set of positive DOL systems, then we can use Theorem 4.2 and conclude 
that k(G) has a test set. The following lemma implies that this technique is not 
tipplicahle for the DOL languagelr with fair distribution. 
It tbllows from Lemma A.6 that there are no finite t and positive DOL. languages 
L. ,, f-2, . . . l f., satisfying L,, = U: , L,. In particular, if L,, = L( G,, ), Go may not be 
decomposed into positive DOL systems. 
The maiu ide;i in the proof of Theorem 4.5 is to generalize the concept of a 
positive DOL as follows. An uir~zost positive DOL system is one in which the condition 
;Iipii( .f.( I) )) = 2’ m!rst hold only for svmbols h which generat? infinite languages. It M 
is shown that, given an 1ML system G such that L(G) has fail distribution, G may 
be decomposed into almost positive DOL systems. Then, generalizing the proof of 
Theorem 3.2 for positive DOLs 161, it is shown that an almost positive DOL system 
has a test set. which proves Theorem 4.5. The proof 01’ Theorem 4.5 is discussed in 
S&on 6, along with a proof of Lemma 4.6. 
Dealing with test sets for DOL languages, the following result of Culik 11 and 
Karhunaki is important. 
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Lemma 4.7 ([5]). !f a DOL language has a test set, then it has q,fecti~ely a test set. 
This result implies that Theorems 4.2 and 4.5 may be strengthened to show effective 
existence of a test set. Thus, introducing the proofs concerning DOLs, no effort is 
mpde to show effective existence of a test set. 
5. Proof of Theorem 4.3 
In this section we discuss the proof of Theorem 4.3. The proof is deeply based 
on the proofs of Theorems 4. I and 4.- 3 I, which are due to Culik II and KurhunCiki 
[6]. These proofs are similar, and are, in iurn, a generalization of another proof 
which deals with test sets in the ‘bounded balance case’ for languages over a binary 
alphabet, which appears in [9]. We first sketch the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. I 
and then we turn to the proof of Theorem 4.3. 
Analyzing the proofs of Theorems 4.1 and 42.1 in [6], it follows that there exist 
two properties which imply existence of a test set for a given language L: ‘esistenco 
of representatives’ and ‘overlap’. These two concepts, together with some notations, 
are given below. ( Note that these definitions do not appear explicitly in [b].) 
For a set of words ,X G I”, and morphisms $, h, let p,.,,( A’) = (&,,( A-) (A- c X}. 
Let hl be a language and 11 a set of’ pairs of morphisms. We say that AI /ISIS 
rLJprrst~ntari~e.s.fr,r D if there exists a finite set U, U 2 AI, such that fhr each (,q, h) c I3 
we haw & ,!( C! ) = /3, ,,( R/I ). We say that M has owrlapji,r 11 if there exists a constant , . 
fV such that for e:tch U? c pref( A!) with IL‘] -:I- N, the following holds: For any pair 
Q, ME II, we have I/I(L))! >y I&,,(u)~ and (R(P)~ 2 IP~,,J~oI. 
Note that the property of overlap is deeply connected to f-air distributior7 and to 
existence of representatives. This is illustr;tted in the following Amma, N hich may 
be considered as a restatement of [h, (‘lain1 I itI the proof of Theorem 5. I]. 
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The proof of Lemma 5.2 may be found in [6]. (Note that this lemma does not 
appear explicitly in [6], but it is proved when proving [6, Theorem 3.21 )
The usefulness of Lemma 5.2 in proving [6, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2.11 may be 
described as follows. 
Dealing with a language L with bounded prefix deviation (see Theorem 4. l), it 
is shown that each subset of pref(L) has representatives for H,(L). Using the fair 
distribution, it is shown that such L has overlap for H,(L). Now, by Lemma 5.2, L 
has a test .-*& Jbc for H,(L). Adding a length test set, it follows that L has a test set, 
which proves Theorem 4.1. 
Turning to Theorem 4 .2.1, let L be a DOL language. It is shown that a ‘large 
enough’ (but partial) set of subsets of pref( L,) has representatives for B(L) n H,(L). 
This proof is based on a result of Culik II [2], which roughly shows that there exist 
a vector L’ and matrices M,, . . . , Ad,, M such that 
$(pref( L)) = {c> l M,, l M,, . . . . l M,k - M 1 k 2 0, 1 s i, s t}. 
In addition, results of Mandel and Simon [14], which deal with matrices, are used. 
Now, using the fair distribution, it is shown that a positive DOL language L has 
overlap fo) E{ L, n H,( L). Appealing to Lemma 5.2 again and adding a length test 
set, it follows that f. has :I test set for Rc I 1, which proves Theorem 4.2.1. 
Note that the above-mentioned proofs concerning existence of representatives 
i1r-e deeply based on properties of the families of languages in consideration. 
Our result, which is crucial in proving Theorem 4.3, is the following. 
Lemma 5.3. For nn arbitrary language L, ench mbset oj‘ pref( L) has representatives 
ji,r B( Lb. 
Notice that Lemma 5.3, together with Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2, implies Theorem 4.3, 
i.e., the existence of a test set for B(L) for an arbitrary language L with fair 
distribution. To verify this, consider a language L and let D, = b( L) and D = B(L) n 
H,( L). By the remark which appears after Lemma 5.2, it follows that L has a test 
set for B( L) n H,( L). Adding a length test set we achieve a test set for B( L). Thus, 
in order to prove Theorem 4.3, it suffices to prove Lemma 5.3. 
Lemma 5.3 is a corollary oT the following lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. Let M c_ - . \‘*’ Th M has representatives for {(g, It ) 1 &J,(M) is a finite 
srt}. 
TO verify that Lemma 5.4 implies Lemma 5.3, let bf be a subset of pref( L) and 
ig, h 1 E B( L). Then the set &,J Iki) is a finite set, which, by Lemma 5.4, implies 
Lemma 5.3. 
hoof 01’ Lemma 5.4. Assume that C = {Q,, . . . , a,). For a pair of morphisms g, h, 
let 7j,h be 
Let A = {kl, w, k?, M, * . . , (g,, h,)} be a finite set of pairs of morphisms which 
satisfies the following conditions: (i) for each i, 1 6 i s 1, &,J,,( M) is a finite set, 
and (ii) for each (g, 12) such that &,,,(M) is ti finite set, qK,/# is linearly dependent 
on T$,.h,9 * ** !J T1g,,h,- 
Such a set always exists. 
For a word WE M, lets vet,(w) = (&,,r,,(x), . . . , &&x)). Ry condition (i), 
vec,,( M) is finite, where vec,( M) = {vec,.\( w) 1 w E Ad}. Therefore, there exists a finite 
set U, LJ’ c M, such that vecA( M) = vec,( U). 
C ‘him_ For each (g, II ) suckle that &,, ( M ) is a-finite set, we hail &,, ( U 1 - &,,, ( M ). 
Proof’qf the Claim. L.et (g, h ) be a pair of morphisms such that &,,( h;l ) is a finite 
‘-et. The choice of A (condition (ii 1) implies that there exist number5 k,, . . . , k, such 
that 
‘Therefore, for each z E. 2*, 
&J \t*) = (k,, , . . , k,) - vec.,t M’) = (A,. . . . , k,) - hx,( \t-‘) -&Jrt N”). 
6. Proof of Theorem 4.5 
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Sketch of the proof OJ Theorem 4.2.2 
Let G = (2,X x) be a polsitive DOL system and L = L(G). We have to show that 
L has a test set for UB( L). 
Main idea 
The main idea in this proof is ‘periodicity’. One chooses a ‘large enough’ but 
finite set T, TE L, such that the following is satisfied. For each (g, h) E UB(L), if 
g E ’ 11, the? there exists a primitive word p such that g(L) and h(L) are contained 
in (sub( p*))A, where k = 1x1 (ignoring a finite set of words of L). 
Note that if it is known that g(L) and \I( L) are contained in sub( p*) (i.e., k = I), 
then the task of proving that g( w) = h( w) for each WY E L (which means proving that 
T is a test sc’t for L) becomes easier: I-or WE L, it happens that g(w) = pI pip2 and 
\I( 1~) = p;p’p: where p,,, p: E p-suf( p), p2, pi E p-pref( p) and i, i’a0. One only has 
to show that pI = pi, i = I” and pz = pi. Similar information is useful when it is known 
that g(L) and h(L) are contained in (sub(p*))‘. 
Structure of the proof and nwin cluims 
The main claims of the proof are given below. A discussion concerning the validity 
of these cI a& L, given later. Note that the claims in [6] are presented ifferently. 
The first step in the proof is to choose a ‘large enough’ number M,, and let 
T - { s, f ’ ( s ), . . . , j’“‘ll( s I}. The set T is chosen such that it includes a length test set 
for L. it is claimed that T is a test set for UB( I!.). To prove this, let g, h be a fixed 
pair of morphisms of LB( L) such that g =‘k. The following claims show that 
g = ’ h, whi h c implies that T is a test set for UB(L). 
Claim 6.1. There exist words w and p, where p is primitive, and an &eger i c A&, 
swh that the .following is satisfied: 
(i) jhr each c, d E 2 such that cd E sub(U,,., L,,), J“( cd) E sub( Ma), 
(ii) g( ~9 E sub( I)*) and h( w) E sub( p*), and 
(iii) (g(j”(a))~~~p~ and (h(f“(a))J-l(plJi,r each aEC. 
From Claim 6.1 one derives the following. 
Kecall that L,, = L( G,,), where C& = (&j; u ). 
From Claim 6.2 it follows that for cv =.f“(x) E L, where rz i, g(w) c (sub( p*))” 
and /I( W) E (sub( $‘))I‘, where k = Ix/. This information, the choice of T, and t’nc 
assumption that g = ’ 11 are sufficient to imply the following. 
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Relevant properties qf positive DOLs 
The pro05 of the above claims are based on the assumption that L = L(G) where 
G is a positive DOL system. Relevant properties of positive DOLs are listed below. 
Some intuition concerning these properties is given later. 
Property I - relatively small balances: Let G = (2,-f, x) be a positive DOL system, 
and r an integer. There exists an integer N such that the following is satisfied: for 
every pair of morphisms (g, h) E H,( L( G)), n * N and b E Z, we have 
Igweml 2 r MAX{&,,(W) 1 w E pref(f““(?r)), 0s m < n). , 
Roughly, this property says that the balance5 are small with respect to the lengths 
of words in L. 
Property 2- density ofpuirs ofletters: A positive DOL system may be decomposed 
into positive DOL systems which have ‘density of pairs of letters’. A DOL system 
G - (X,f, x) has density of pairs of letters, if for each c, d E E such that cd E U,, \ L,, 
it is the case that cd E sub( j’(b)) for each b E C. 
Note that, proving that L(G) has a test set where G is a positke K@L system, 
the first step (before choosing the number M,,) is to decompose G into systems with 
density of pairs of letters. Then a test set is found to each one of these languages, 
and the union of these test sets is a test set for L(G). 
Property 3 ---different values of balance: Let G = (E,.f; _u) be a DOL system, and r 
an integer. There exists an II,,-- Z 1, which depends only on G and r, such that the 
following is satisfied: for each (g II) E LJB( f_( G)) there exists an II, r (: II s r + no, 
an4 a string u CT pref(.J‘“( s) ), such that the balance on II is ‘new’. By ‘new’ we mean 
that 
Note that, given a DOL system G = (Z,j; x), an integer number r, and (g, 11) c
U f3( L( G) ), there exist rt and u C: pref( .f”( _y) ), such that B,,,,( 14 ) is ‘new’ in the above 
sense, where n depends 3n G, r and g, h. This is an immediate consequence of the 
ilssumption that (g, 11) c UB( L( G)). However, Property 3 gives a range for this II, 
which is valid for all pairs of morphisms (g, 11) c UB( I_( (31). 
Note that Property 3 holds for ;m_c DOL_ system (not only t*or positive hystems). 
Sketch of fhe proof of Claim 6.1. kquircment (i) in Cl;lim 0.1 is, roughly, ;L result 
of the density of pairs of letters in positive DOLs (see Property 2). 
To pruve Claim 6. I (ii) one she 4:; that there exist two words !yI ~14~ and ~y1~14~ in 
P (i.e.. words with ;1 common substring w ) such that w is ‘long enough‘ to guarantee 
( him 6. I ( i ), iind SUC~I that /YJ<.,~( L’~) f pc.,,t 2%; ). Since, b!* our assumption, g - ’ II, 
the situation may be illustrated a in Fig_ 1. 
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h(v+ h(w) (u,) 
g(v,) j g(w) g(u,) : 
1 1 
I 
I 
I 
; 
I 
, 
Fig. I. 
If the relations between the lengths of the strings are as in Fig. I, then h( w) = z1 w1 = 
w+, where tcBl Eprd(g( WV)), ~7: Esuf(g( w)) and zl, z2 are two strings, as is illustrated 
in Fig. 2. 
Denoting a gr,;ix of g( W) hy p as in Fig. 2, one can show that g(w~) E sub( p*) 
and Ir ( w 1 c bub( p* 1. Moretover, 1 pi = 1 ,Ys,: ( I*, )I t 1&J u,)l. Using some length argu- 
merit:; one can show that, even when the relations between the lengths of the above 
strings are ditferent. there exists a ‘long enough’ string @ (which is a substring of 
~9 much that the rJ.zvant p satisfies g( i3) E sub( p*), Iz( @) G sub(p*) and IpI s 
I&i tlI )I + ]p,,,,( u,~l. These length arguments show, among other properties, that in 
Fig. I! the two occurrences of g( W) are really laid out on each other (a property 
which implies the periodicity). To show that these strings are laid out on each other, 
one shows that Ig( rs?)lz /~a,,~( u,)I + IP,,J L’~)I, a length relation which is a consequence 
of the relatively smal’ balances in positive DOLs (see Property 1). 
Note that we may assume that R(W), /I( W) E sub( p”) where p is a primitive word, 
by considering p in the case that p = Is’ for I> 0. 
An important point in the above arguments is that the chosen words uIwz4, and 
~~rr*lr-, where &,,( t),) # &,,( t’?) are included in T. The ability to define T such that 
it includes such words for 011 the pairs of morphisms (g, 11) G UB( L) is guaranteed 
by Property 3. This property enables us, given (g, h) E UBWj, to consider a word 
L‘,WJ~ =,#““I(.~), and to find a word I_+UW~ = j?x) which satisfies: (i) /3& 0,) f . 
,Q,( ~1, and 4 lm2 - ?71,[ r: n,, for some n,, which only depends on L and nz,. This 
situation enables us, given a language L, to define T such that the relevant words 
~1, MW~ and U+W~ may be found in T for all pairs of morphisms (g, tl) E UB( L). 
The above arguments sketch the proof of Claim 6.1 (ii). 
Turning to Claim 6.1 (iii 1, the idea is to take i to be ‘large enough’. Trying to 
choose i, the following problem arises. The number i is required to be less than Mrj, 
where AI,, is chosen a priori and depends only on L; meanwhile, Claim 6.lCiii) 
presents a condition which involves both i and a pair of morphisms g, h. One may 
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overcome this problem by using, again, the property of relatively small balances of 
positive D!Iis (Property 1). One chooses MO ‘large’ and i less than M,, but such 
that I_?( )I a is ‘big’ for each a E C. Using the property of relatively small balances, 
one can derive that lg(fi(o))( 3 l&J u,)l +IP~JzI~)(, and similarly for h. But, as was 
noted before, Ip,,,( ul>l + /P,,,( YJ 5: I p), which implies that Claim 6.1 (iii) holds 
true. El 
SWch of the proof of Claim 6.2. To prove Claim 6.2, consider I* =.f”‘(x) E it, for 
a E C. Since m 2 i we ha.ve y =J”(z) for some z = zlz2,. . . , z, where zi E Z. Consider 
a pair z,z, + I forsomej, 1 sjll r- 1. Since ?iFj+ I E sub( u,, 2 L,) one can apply Claim 
6.1 andderivethat~(fi(~,z,+,))~sub(p*).Henceg(f’(z,z,))~sub(p*),g~.f’(z,z,))~ 
sub( p*), and so on. To prove that g(.fsi( z,z2, . . . , 2,)) E sub( p*) (i.e., g(y) E sub( p*)), 
it is enough to show that, for each ZZ,, g(_f’( zj)) has exactly one representation as a 
substring of p* (i.e., if g(_f’(z# = pIp’pz= pip’& for pl, pi c p-suf( p) and p2, 
pi E p-pref( p), then p, = pi, I = 1’ and p2 = ~5). One can verify that if s E .;lub( p*) for 
a primitive word p, and Ix\ 2 \p/, then x has exactly one representation as a substring 
of p*. Rut, by Claim 6.1, Ig(f”(z,)) 
the proof. I::! 
Sketch of the proof of Claim 6.3. 
that ,@jYx)) = h(.f““( s)) for WI 
2 ( p( for each j and p is primitive, which completes 
Since i -:I M(, (see Claim 6.1 ), it is enough to shul+ 
2 i. Consider such N. Ry Claim 6.2 we ha\ e 
where p, c p-suf( p), pi c p-pref( p), i, 12 0 ;ind .Y z= a,+ . . . ilk, q c 1. Similurl>* for 
1+1”“(x)). Our km is to prove that #f““(xl) I- ll(J”‘(.#. The m;tin ide;i here is that 
there is a finite number of possible combinations for the strings pI, . . . . /IL, p;, . . . . p; 
for g and for ;I over all the words in L,’ bec;iuse lp,l, lp:/ c: 1~1. Using this property, 
one can choose a large enough but tinkle set Cl c L such thitt all the possible 
combinations ofp,, . . . , pk, p;, . . . , pi in both g( .f”“( A-)) and Il(Sj”“( A-)) occur in words 
.f *“‘* s I which are included in U. Refinement of this idea enables choosing T such 
thlrt if g = ’ h, then g(.j‘“‘(x)) = h(.f‘“‘( x)) for eitch W. 
Bet’ore turning to the properties of positive WLs, the following rtxnxk is in order. 
(‘on4er Claim 6.1(i) and notice that sub,(u,,, \ LJ c suh,( L), where sub,( LJ’ 1 = 
4-d Ci 1 n 2‘ and the inclusion rn;l_\; be strict. It’ C’IArn &l(i) were true for each 
(L I s 4yJ i i, thdi wt could derive th;tt g( I. 1 md h( L t are contained in suh( p*) 
1 ignoring iti tinik wt of words of L 1. f-king C’l:Gm 6.1 (i) only for ai t sub-J U,, \ L,, 1, 
impliet, that only ,qi i,, ) and II{ i,r) a-e contained in sub( p*) for e;tch tl TV- X Therefore, 
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one can only conclude that g(L) and h(L) are contained in (sub( p*))k where k = lx: 
(ignoring a finite set of words of L). 
On the properties qf’ positiue DOLs 
Property I -rehtiuely smdl balances: The intuition behind this property may be 
roughly explained as follows. 
Consider, firsi, a language L c E* with fair distribution. Let g, h be a pair of 
morphisms, and assume that there exists a z C= C + such that &&J = 0 (i.e., (g(z)1 = 
Ih( =)I). The fair distribution impliev that there exists a c’> 0 such that for every 
u E sub( L), if ltlla c’, then $( U) 2 rl/( z). J et w E pref( L), IwI = c’l + Z, where I> 0 and 
0~ t < c’. The choice nl‘ C’ implies that $( W) = I$( z) -t I//( u) for some string u. Since 
&J Z) = 0, &,,( W) L= & ,,( u ). This shows that if H’ is ‘long’, then there are many . 
letters in w 011 which the total balance is zero. This, of course, causes the balance 
to be small. 
In order to prove Property 1 for L(. G ), where G = (2,-C .Y f is a positive DOL 
system, one has to refine thelie arguments. This refinement is a consequence of the 
positiveness. C U;?cidering _#*(!I) for h c 2, all the letters of S occur in it, and, for 
each letter (1 I sub(_j’( h)), all the letters ot‘ 2 occur in _f( a), and so on. One can show 
that this ‘rqGd growth’ implies that, 101 bi’ E pref(_f“‘(s) j, $,( W) = $( w’) + $,( w”), 
where & ,$( w’) = 0 for each (g. il) E /-I,( I_), and where 1 w”! is ‘small’. Actually, it turn5 
out that 
This fact shows that, for (g, h ) c ffI( L j, &,,( w 1 is ‘smal 
which sn;~ble~ to prove Property 1. 
1’ with respect to (j’“(s) I , 
Property 2-- dcnsit_v qf‘pairs 0J1~tter.s: This property is a fairly easy consequence 
of the definition of a positive DOL system. 
Prt,lrur!,* 3-- dj[Terent culues of hdmce: This result, which relates to an arbitrary 
DOL language L( G ), is combinatorial in nature, and uses the fact that pref( U G) ) = 
T( L( (3 1 for a DTOL G’ and a morphism r, a result of Culik Ii [2]. 
Turning to Theorem 4.5 we have to prove that a ML language L with fair 
distribution has a test set. The existence of a test set for 1?( L) is a result of Theorem 
4.3. (Actwily, it is also ;I result of the proof in [6] of Theorem 4.2. I .J Therefore, it 
suffices to prove that L has a test set for M(L). 
The f&oG~g characterization of DOLs with fair distribution, which appears in 
16, Lemma 4.11, motivates our proof in the unbounded case. 
iI 
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(i) there exists an integer n, such that, -for every a E z’i, alph(f”(a)) = ,Vjbr n 2 n,, 
and 
( ii ) the languages 2: n pref( L,, ) and Z 7 n suf( L, ) are jinite .fbr- every a E Z. 
Adapting the partition of 2 into z’i and 1)1/, we define the notion of ‘almost 
positiveness’. A DOL system G I= (-, . J- f; x) is said to be almost positive if the following 
conditions are satisfied: 
(i) L(G) has fair distribution, 
(ii) for each a E Z,, alph(j’(a)) = 2, and 
(iii) E( G) is strictly monotok. 
A ML language I.. is an almxf positive language if there exists an almost positive 
DOL system G such that L = L(G). 
Notice that ;I positive DOL system G = (C, _f, X) is :jn almost positive DOL system 
where X, = (b (unless 1X1= 1 and L(G) is finite, in which case monotonicity is not 
satisfied). 
The following observation is crucial in the proof of Theorem 4.5. 
Lemma 6.5. Let G he N VOL system such that L(G) is an ir$nite language with jClit 
distribution. Then G may be drcornposed into ajir~ite set of’almost positive VUL sy~tcms 
G,, . . * , G,, such that u: , L( G, ) = L - Vjor snmc~jinit~ langwge V. 
Proof of Lemma 6.5. It is easy to verify that , given a DOL system G’ I- (YJ”, A-‘) 
which stitisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of an almost positive system, 
G’ may be ‘decomposed’ into almost positive DOL systems GI;, . . . , G:,, such that 
u:,, , L(G,)= L(G’)- V’, where V’ is a finite set of words. Hence it suftices to prove 
that the DOL system G of Lemma 6.5 may be decomposed into DOL systems which 
satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of the definition of almost positive. Now, let G = 
(&ji x 1, let n,, he the number which is guaranteed by Lemma 6.4, and consider the 
1101. systems G, - (2‘, _Jttil,j“( s )) where 0 5j.j c.: q,. it is easy to verify that these systems _ 
satisfy the above-mentioned conditions (i) and (ii), which completes the proof. i 3 
By Corollary 6.5. I, and since the existenc‘tb of ;I test set for H( L) is guarunteed 
by Theorem 4.3, the following theorem implies Theorem 4.5. 
The proof of Theorem 6.6 is based on the proof tit’ Theorem 4.22. Intuitively, 
6trgumcnts which :tre similar to those of the proof of Theorem 42.2 are useful, as 
:tlmW pl)sitivc IXSI _ sytems are ‘simiW to pc’sitive systems. One can sr~y that the 
Wt 2: is the c)ncS which ‘deiernlines the nature of ;I DO1 lanpu~ge L( G 1’ when 
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dealing with test sets. This and the fact that the letters of 2, satisfy the requirement 
of positiveness (i.e., for Q E Ei, alph(j( a)) = S), imply that almost positive DOLs are 
‘similar’ to positive DOLs. 
However, trying to generalize the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 to deal with almost 
positive DOLs, some problems arise which require some modifications in the proof. 
We first give the properties of almost positive DOLs and the claims which prove 
Theorem 6.6. Then we discuss the changes that have been made with respect o the 
proof of Tk~rcm 4.2.2, and discuss the validity of the ‘new’ properties and claims. 
Structure qf the prcwf’of Theorem 6.6 and main claims 
The following definition is needed. Let G = (Z,L x) be a DOL system. The set oj’ 
blocks OJ’ L, RL( L), is {z E sub( II.) 1 z E A’~_‘J~), i.e., the substrings of L in which a 
letter of E, occurs exactly once. Notice that if L(G) has fair distribution, then BL( L) 
is a finite sec. 
Turning to the proor‘ of Theorem 6.6, let G = (X,x x) be an almost positive DOL 
system, L = L(G). The first Ftep in the proof is, again, to choose Mo, and let 
T ry {x, j“( _I-), . . . ,_f’~)(x)}. To prove that T is a test set for UB( L), let (g, k) E UB( L) 
such that p = -?‘I. 
(i) _fi,r each LY, fi c BL( L) such that ulp E sub(U,\ \, L, ), _I”( ap 1 E sub( WI, 
(ii) g( M*) c sub( r*) and h( w) E sub( p*), and 
{iii) Ig(_f’(cr))[--T/P/ and ~h(J”(cr))l~lp~ ji)r each cy E BL(~L). 
Claim 6.3’. g I* ’ h. 
We claim that the following properties hold true for almost positive DOLs. (A 
sketch of the proofs is given later.) 
Property 3 holds true for almost positive DOLs. (Actually, it holds for each DOL 
language. ) 
Let Prqwrt_v I’ be similar to Property 1, the only difference is that letters h in C, 
x-e considered, instead of letters 11 in 2’. Property I’ holds true for almost positive 
DOLs. 
Instead of Property 2, the following Property 2’ holds true: An almost positive 
DOL system may be decomposed into almost positive DOL systems which have 
‘density of pairs of blocks for Z,‘. A DOL jystem G = (SJ x) has density of pairs 
of blocks for I,, if for each CY, p E BL( L) such that ~$3 E UC,;\., L,, it is the case that 
(yp E F,ub(+j’( h 1) for each b E I,. 
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Ncte that the density of blocks generalizes, in some sense, the density of letters 
which is introduced in Property 2. ‘Yet, Properties I ’ and 2’ are weaker than Properties 
I and 2 as they deal only with Xi, and no information is given concerning Z,. 
The di@rences between the prooji of Theorem 4.2.2 and Theorem 6.6 
The main problems in generalizing the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 is that Properties 
i and 2 do not hold true for each almost positive DOL language. Only weakened 
versions of these properties, Properties I’ and 2’, which deal with Zi and ignore & 
are satisfied. 
The fact that Property I does not hold true motivates us to consider the blocks 
HL( L) instead of letters. This technique solves the ‘length problem’: The estimation 
that Ig(.J’7 b ))I is ‘larger than the balances’ for h E Ei, which appears in Property I’ 
(and which dtjes not hoI8 for h in E,,), holds true for blocks, as in each block of 
N_( L 1 a letter of 2, occurs. 
The fact that Property 2 is rot satisfied implies the weak version of Cl;rim 6. I’( i 1: 
snly blocks CY, p in w~(U~,~ \, L,,) are considered, and substrings of IJ,,. 1, L,, are 
ignored. This, in turn, implies the weak version of Cl:tim h.2’: languages L(, a-e - 
considered only for a C 2’,. The %ck of information’ about L,, for LI c S, complicates 
the proof of Claim 63, and, wmparinp its proof to the proof of Claim 6.3. MNX 
additional arguments are ncedc:d. 
m 
ConGder, first, Property 2’. It de& with density of pairb of blocks instead of 
letters, but it turns out that the same proof hhows densit), of blocks. The almost 
pwititenes :, ~;tuses this property to deal only with A’,, but. turning to 1,. the proof 
is txxtly as the proof of Property 2. 
Hwing density of blocks, it turns out that the proofs of Claims 6.1’ and 6.2’ are 
Gnilar to those of Claims 6. I and 6.2. 
Turning to (‘lain-~ 6X, the ‘lack of information concerning L,, tar (1 c 2, compli- 
t’;ttr; its proof. To see this, recall the proof of Claim 6.3. In this proof, letting A- be 
il, L1.t . . - (ak, the fact that r;r( I-,, ), /I( 6,,) c sub{ 11~) for 1 --:.j c- k FC’;I~ cruci;rl in the 
proof. Wow, if s- z= h,(r, . . . cl& , I for ~1, t: 2, and II, t L!:, then s( Z& h( LtI.) (I 
abi p* I for each _j, but this is not true for &,,, t ,,_. . . . , l:,.,, , ,, where &,, - 
f-i Ci, 1 -- { _f’“‘t h, ) f 111 .: ii, CT,,, --- (L’, /I h, L The main idea in solving this problem is 
that the im~u;tgcs L,,,, . . . , L,,,% , , are tinite languages (as h, F: LT for each .j 1. Thih 
implies that there exists 3 tinitc set IV such that, tiw ewh _r t L, g( 1’) equal3 
\I’, p, 1” p; “‘q&p; . , . I$‘A ( f, wtierc I), t p-4( p ), 11; t. p-prc t‘( /I), i, .:- 0 arid wi c W u 
{It). SimiMv for /I( 19. Recall that the arguments in the proof of Claim 6.3 are _ 
f-~~wd on the fact Ihat the number of dJifcrent strings J+, . . . , pk. pi. . . . , p; aw all 
the words in I. is finite. This tinitenes:; implies th;tt a finite number of checks suffices 
tt.1 jlt!il riiiltet’ t tl;lt j( - ’ 11, and mt ha to include these checks in T. Turning to Claim 
(,. ? ‘. EW uw also the tiniteness of W md take ;1 larger but qill finite set T which 
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includes all the necessary checks. Arguments which are similar to those of Claim 
6.3 show that if g =’ h, then g =’ h, which completes the proof. 
The above discussion ‘explains’ Claims 6. l’, 6.2’, 6.3’ and Property 2’. Note that 
Property 3 deals with arbitrary DOLs. So it is only left to sketch the proof of Property 
1’ for almost positive DOL languages. 
Property I’ of relati\*ely small balances only deals with &. It turns out that, limiting 
ourselves to Xiv the proof of Property 2’ for almost positive DOLs is similar to the 
proof of Prspttrty 2. The modifications which are needed in proving Property 2’ are 
that some length arguments must ignore the letters of J$ More precisely, we consider 
I I w &, instead of 11~1, where Iwlz, is the number of occurrences of letters of 2, in MY. 
However, given an almost positive DOL system G = (.E,.f, x), the fair distribution 
of L( G) implies the existence of a constant I(; 2 I such that Ir;l~p1~, 2 1~~1 for each 
w E sub( L(G)). Therefore, ( ~/~c~)/~v~ s IwI\, s 1~1, so that length arguments which 
ignore 2‘, are enough to derive Property I’. 
This completes our discussion concerning the proofs of Theorem 6.6 and Theorem 
4.5. 
To complete the discussion about DOLs, Lemma 4.6 needs to be proved. 
Proof of Lxnma 4.6. Let G,, = ({a, b},.J a), where f(a) = ah and _f( b) = b, and let 
L,, = L( G,,;. Then L,, = { (ah)“‘-‘a I n 20) is an infinite DOL language with fair distri- 
bution. We claim that f.,, ,contains no infinite positive XL ‘language. 
Assume, for the sake ot’contradiction, that L’E Lo is an infinite language which 
is generated by a positive DOL system G’ = ({a, b},f’, x’). The positiveness of ~‘7’ 
and the fact that L’c (&)“a implies that E( G’) is strictly monotonic 
( I./? a 11, l.f*( h )i = 2). In addition, we claim that .f’( a) = (ab)“a and .f’(!~) - (ha)% for 
some k, I> 0. To verify this, consider first .f”( a). Since each word in E( G’) begins 
and ends with the letter a, and since L’ c_ (mb)*a, it follows that f’(a) = (ah)b for 
k 2 0 orf”( a) = 0. Since G’ is positive,f“( a) = (ah)%. Now, the fat: that L’c (ab)*a 
implies that .f’( h) = ( ha )‘b for some 12 0. 
The following claim proves that j“( h) I= h, which contradicts the assumption that 
G’ is positive. 
Claim. 1 = 0. 
froqf: Let E( G’) = \$I~), M’~, . . , ul,#, . . . . Since E(C,‘) and E( G,,) are strictly 
monotonic, it follows that for each I -2 0 there exists an II, 2 1 such that B’, + I =.f’“l( M’, ), 
whcrt~ f is the morphism of G,,. 
Let z - (a, I)}. Since j“( LI) -- (al?)‘m and .f”( b) = (ha)%, it _ollows that the matrix 
\t hich is induced by G’ is 
while the matrix which is induced by G,, is 
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Therefore, the following equation holds for each i 2 0: 
One can verify that 
(; :)“-(‘d’ ‘“;‘). 
Since, for each i, j~/~, = Iu’J, - I, we can denote Jw&, by mi and achieve the following: 
Therefore, 
k + 1 _2”, k + 1 - 2’? 
( 1?1,, f?J, - t ) 
I I 
= (0, o), 
which implies that 
VJ,(k + t --2"i)+(~~J,- t)b=o. 
We may assume that m,,:-z 1. Therefore, for each i ) 0, 
,‘li = I( 111 
I 
- 1 ,/ ??J, -t k + i . (2) 
This equality must be sritisfied for tixed numbers k, It- !V u {O), and an intinite 
sequence of pairs ( ~JJ,, JJ, 1, where JJJ, --,’ ’ ’ .l . 
Now, by (2) we have 2” - 1 t k -t I, I+ hich impiies thilt {?J, 1 i -) 0) is ;i tinitc sel. 
Since I and k ;rre fixed, and (m,;‘( UJ, . 1 I ! i ;a 0) is ;tn intinite set (as UJ, 3’ l ’ tx 1, 
the only possibility to siitisfy (2 I i5 th;rt I -T 0 (;mi k + 1 .= 2”d for each i), which 
completes the proof of the cl;litn ;uI~~ of I_ertlrn~t 4.b. ! ! 
7. Conclusions and open problems 
The results of this pitpt‘r III;I> htx Ce\\ cd AS .uiuthcr step toward5 prkng the 
khrcnfeucht Conjecture: the esisterlct‘ of test sets for languages. However, \ct‘ reg:ird 
these results as another step in the +dy of test sets for langulrge~ with frlir 
distribution. We believe th;it this study ‘m;~y be fruitful, ;~nd th:lt the notion of t’lir 
distribution is closely rclatecl to test sets. 
, Ry Theorem 4.3, given ;1 family L>f languages I/’ with fGr distribution, if one 
prove++ that each I_ t ‘/ has a test set for t.JR( L 1, then it follows th:tt L has ;f test set. 
Turning to ‘Theorem 3.5, its prooF is b;ms~d on the properties of DOLs with fair 
tiktrihution. -Irving to isol;ite these properties from the cl~~irns t*or existence of it 
tt’\t wt. the lolloM.ing may be her-i1,e.i. 
Test sets fb- checking equivalence on langtcnges with fair distribution 259 
Claim 7.1. Let L C_ E*, fi( L) c sub(L) and let g, h be a pair qf morphisms. Assume 
that the $ollowing is satkfied: 
( I ) For each x E L, x = x1x7.. . xk for x, E l?( Lj. 
(2) There exist words w and p, where p is primitive, such that : (i) for each cy, 
p E s(L) such that crfl E sub( Lj we have ap E sub(w), (ii) g(w) E sub( p*) and h( wj E 
sub(f*), and (iii) lg(a)(alpI and lh(a)Ialp[ for each a~ l?(L). 
Then I?! L ) C_ sub( p*) and g(L) c sub( p*). 
Note that this technique to show periodicity is taken from [6]. 
Showiarg ‘periodicity’ may be useful for finding a test set for L, as in Theorems 
42.2 and 4.5. Note that a situation of ‘periodicity’ in some sense appears again and 
again in the ‘unbounded balance case’ of proofs of morphism equivalence and test 
sets (see, in addition to [6], the proofs in [S, 91). 
In [6] simple DOL systems are discussed. A DOL system G = (EJ; x) is simple if, 
for each b, c E 2, b is generated from c in a number of step% (,i.e., b E sub{ .f”( c)) 
for some n ). It is shown that, given a simple DOL system G = (Z,S, xj where (xl = 1, 
it may be dtcomposed into positive DOL systems G,, . . . , G,, and hence L(G) has 
a test s(lt Notice that L(G) = uf’ , L( G,), i.e., L(G) is a union of 3 finite vz of 
DOLs with fair distribution. 
The notion of a simple DOL system is a generalization of the notion of a positive 
DOL system. This leads to a conjecture of [6] that the technique of the proof ot 
Theorem 4.2 may be useful in showing existence of test sets for simple DOLs. 
Notice that, given a simple DOL system G = (Z,J x), ;, = @ (like in a positive 
system), but L(G) does not necessarily have fair distribution. For example, consider 
GZ = ({a, b},J oh) where -f(n) = bb and ,1‘(b) = aa. The language L( GZj does not 
have fair distribution. Moreover, one can verify that there exist no finite t and 
languages L,, . . . , L, with fair distribution such that L( G,) = IJ:__, L,. In this sense, 
given a simple DOL system G = (S,.fl .u), the length of x influences the distribution 
of letters of L(G). 
One can say that an important difference between positive and simple DOLs is 
the lack of fair distribution in simple DOL languages. The fact that the technique 
of the proof of Theorem 4.2 was not yet used for simple DOLs strengthens our belief 
that the property of fair distribution is crucial for existence of test sets for DOLS, 
as well al for other families of languages. 
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